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Assessment 1 
Name ______________________________ Date_____________  Class_______________

Directions: Read the questions below. Circle the letter next to the correct answer. 

1    Which is the male reproductive structure of
        a flowering plant?

A. sepal

B. pistil

C. stamen

D. ovary

2   Which statement describes an advantage of
       cross-pollination over self-pollination?

A. More pollen is transferred to the
reproducing plant.

B. Offspring plants have greater diversity.

C. Only one parent plant is required.

D. Pollinators do not have to transfer
pollination over a distance.

3   When playing Reach for the Sun, which resource
       accumulates when leaves undergo photosynthesis?

A. nutrients

B. water

C. sunlight

D. starch

4   Which list shows the correct order of stages in the
       life cycle of a flowering plant?

A. seed formation, pollination, growth,
seeds, germination

B. germination, seed formation, seeds,
growth, pollination

C. pollination, seed formation, seeds,
germination, growth

D. growth, seeds, pollination, germination,
seed formation

5   Which is a primary function of petals in a
       flowering plant?

A. take in nutrients

B. collect pollen

C. attract pollinators

D. release water

6   Which describes the transfer of pollen during
       pollination?

A. from filament to anther

B. from pistil to stigma

C. from anther to pistil

D. from stigma to sepal

7   Plants use sugars to build which molecule found
       in plant cell walls?

A. starch

B. fat

C. protein

D. oxygen

8   In Reach for the Sun, growing which structure best helps
       maintain an adequate supply of water?

A. flowers

B. leaves

C. seeds

D. roots
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9   Which are the two main functions of fruits?

A. maintain water supply and absorb nutrients

B. store food and take in carbon dioxide

C. produce pollen and create seeds during reproduction

D. protect growing seeds and disperse seeds from the parent plant

10   This diagram shows a cross section of a seed:

           Which structure is indicated by the arrow?

A. embryo

B. seed coat

C. cotyledon

D. ovule

Assessment 1

Directions: use the picture below to answer questions 11 and 12.

11   Identify the attributes of photosynthesis that are most likely happening in this picture.

12   What is wrong with the blackened leaves in this picture? What might cause this?
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15   Based on these two pictures, which plant do you expect to produce more fruit? Why?

?

Assessment 1
Directions: use the picture below to answer question 13.

Directions: use the pictures below to answer question 15.

13   What is missing from the photosynthesis equation? How does this part of the equation help the plant?

14   Without photosynthesis, what would happen to a plant?




